Practice your foreign language with native speakers in our Language Café and meet participants from all over Europe!

**When?**
Monday, July 5th, 5:30 PM

**Where?**
In our gathertown pub.
The link will be shared on the [ESN website](#) and the [ERUA website](#).

**How?**
For planning purposes, please let us know [here](#), if you are joining and which language you would like to practice. The final language offer will be published a week before.

**Call for chairs!**
Each virtual language table will be moderated by one person. If you want to share your native language and culture with people who learn it, we are looking for you! No teaching experience needed. If you are interested, contact us via esn@uni-konstanz.de until June 28th. On this day at 5:30 PM we offer a workshop on moderating groups for those who are interested!